
Tim Cooper 

Future Space Hardware

In the space program there's a lag 
between the time that electronic devices 
are good enough for commercial use 
and good enough for deployment in the 
space program.

What's happening with the space 
program now? What is being planned 
for launch? And what's on the drawing 
board?

Come to the November meeting for an 
update.

Election of Officers for 2006

Be prepared to vote on new officers and 
board members for 2006 at the November 
meeting. As usual, nominations from the 
floor will be accepted.

HAS Web Page: 
http://www.AstronomyHouston.org

See the GuideStar's Monthly Calendar 
of Events to confirm dates and times 
of all events for the month, and check 
the Web Page for any last minute 
changes.

Houston Astronomical Society

GuideStar
November, 2005

Schedule of meeting activities: 
All meetings are at the University of Houston Science and 
Research building. See the inside back cover for a map to 
the location.

Novice meeting:  .............................. 7:00 p.m.
Kent Francis – “Digital Photography for Astronomy"

Site orientation meeting:  ................. 7:00 p.m.
Classroom 12145

General meeting:  ............................ 8:00 p.m.
Room 117

See last page for a map
and more information.

Highlights:
Book Reviews ..............................................6
Space Place..................................................7
50th Anniversary Picnic Schedule .............9
The Eye of Mars .........................................10

 At the November 4 meeting... 
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The Houston Astronomical Society
The Houston Astronomical Society is a non-profit corporation organized 
under section 501 (C) 3 of the Internal Revenue Code. The Society was 
formed for education and scientific purposes. All contributions and gifts 
are deductible for federal income tax purposes. General membership 
meetings are open to the public and attendance is encouraged.

Officers & Past President
President: Steve Sartor ....................................................H:281-370-3544
Vice Pres: Bill Leach .........................................................H: 281-893-4057 
Secretary: Brian Cudnik....................................................H: 832- 912-1244
Treasurer: Bill Flanagan ...................................................H:713-699-8819

Additional Board Members
   Liaison responsibility
Steve Goldberg.............................713-721-5077
Don Pearce...................................713-432-0734
Jay Levy .......................................281-557-4920 .........Field Trip and Observing, Program
Kenneth Miller...............................936-931-2724
Kent Francis

Committee Chairpersons
Audit  ................................................Don Selle .................................281-391-5470
Education...........................................Richard Nugent .......................713-524-1993
  ................................................Susan Kennedy .......................281-376-3262
Field Tr./Obsg. ...................................Kenneth Miller .........................936-931-2724
Novice.................................................................................................George Stradley 
281-376-5787
Observatory .......................................Michael Dye ............................281-498-1703
Program .............................................John Blubaugh ........................713-921-4275
Publicity .............................................Joe Khalaf ...............................713- 660-8219
Telescope ..........................................Mike Hamlin ............................281-489-2926 
Welcoming .........................................Susan Kennedy .......................281-376-3262
  ................................................Darlene Sartor .........................281-370-3544

Ad-Hoc Committee Chairpersons
Historian ............................................Leland Dolan ...........................713-688-0981
Librarian.............................................Peggy Gilchrist ........................281-443-8773
Logo Mds Sales .................................Judy Dye .................................281-498-1703
Long Range Plan ...............................Bill Leach .................................281-893-4057
Parliamentarian .................................Kirk Kendrick ...........................281-633-8819
Publ. Star Party .................................Richard Nugent  ......................713-524-1993
Rice U. Coord. ...................................Matt Delevoryas ......................713-666-9428
Schedule Obs'v't'y .............................Steve Goldberg .......................713-721-5077
Texas Star Pty ...................................Steve Goldberg .......................713-721-5077

 

Special Interest Groups & Help Committees
These are now listed on the inside of GuideStar (not every month). See the Table of 
Contents

Advisors
Dr. Reginald DuFour, Rice Univ.
Dr. Lawrence Pinsky, U. of H.
Dr. Lawrence Armendarez, U. of St. Thomas

Dues and Membership Information
Annual Dues:Regular ..............................................$36.00
Associate   ..........................................................$6.00
Sustaining  ........................................................$50.00
Student   ........................................................$12.00
Honorary   .....................................................None

All members have the right to participate in Society functions and to use the 
Observatory Site. Regular and Student Members receive a subscription to The 
Reflector. Regular, Student, and Honorary Members receive The GuideStar. 
Associate Members, imm ediate family members of a Regular Member, have all 
membership rights, but do not receive publications. Sustaining members have 
the same rights as regular members with the additional dues treated as a dona-
tion to the Society. Sky & Telescope mag $32.95/year, Astronomy mag $29/year 
-- see club treasurer.

Membership Application: Send funds to address shown on outside cover of Guid-
eStar. Attention - Treasurer, along with the following information: Name, Address, 
Phone Number, Special Interests in Astronomy, Do you own a Telescope? (If so, 
what kind?), and where you first heard of H.A.S.
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Advanced...........................Bill Leach....................281-893-4057
Comets ..............................Don Pearce ................713-432-0734
Lunar & Planetary ..............John Blubaugh ...........713-921-4275
Occultations & Grazes .......Wayne Hutchison .......713-827-0828
Advanced...........................Bill Leach....................281-893-4057

Special Interest Group Listing

Any member who wants specific information on a SIG listed below may 
call the listed individual. Also, see the "Ad Hoc Committee Chairpersons" 
on the inside front cover and the "Special Help Volunteers" listing (not 
in every issue).

 3 ............. November/December Calendar
  .............Web site
 4 .............Observations of the Editor
 5 .............Observatory Duty Roster 
  .............Want Ads
 6 .............Astronomy Reading
  .............Membership Renewals
 7 .............Space Place
 8 .............Observatory Corner
 9 .............HAS 50th Anniversary Picnic
 10 .............The Eye of Mars
 11 .............Special Help Volunteers

Other Meetings...
Fort Bend Astronomy Club meets the third Friday of the month at 8:00 

p.m. at the First Colony conference Center. Novice meeting begins at 
7:00, regular meeting begins at 8:00. Web site: http://www.fbac.org

Johnson Space Center Astronomical Society meets in the the Lunar 
and Planetary Institute on the 2nd Friday of each month. Web site: 
http://www.ghg.net/jscas/

North Houston Astronomy Club meets at 7:30 p.m. on the 4th Friday of 
each month in the Teaching Theatre of the Student Center at  King-
wood College.Call 281-312-1650 or E-mailbill.leach@nhmccd.edu.
Web site: www.astronomyclub.org

Table of Contents
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November/December

Calendar:
	
 Date Time  Event

November 2005

 1 7:25 p.m. New Moon
 4 7:00 p.m. Novice Presentation - UH  
  8:00 p.m. General membership meeting - UH 
   Tim Cooper - "Future Space Hardware"
   Election of Officers / Board
 5  Members Observatory Night- Columbus
 7 1:57 p.m. Mars at opposition
 8 7:57 p.m. First Quarter Moon
 15 6:58 p.m. Full Moon 
 23 4:11 p.m. Last Quarter Moon
 26  Prime Night-Columbus

December 2005

 1 9:01 a.m. New Moon
 2 7:00 p.m. Novice Presentation - UH  
  8:00 p.m. General membership meeting - UH 
   Peter Ceravolo producer of Comet Odyssey, 
   from Ontario, Canada
 8 3:36 a.m. First Quarter Moon
 15 10:16 a.m. Full Moon 
 21 12:35 p.m. Winter solstice-winter begins in N. hemisphere
 23 1:36 p.m. Last Quarter Moon
 24  Members Observatory Night- Columbus
 30 9:12 p.m. New Moon
 31  Prime Night-Columbus

Send calendar events to JBlubaugh@aol.com    
     or call 713-921-4275.

GuideStar deadline
for the December

issue
is November 15









 

























At the HAS meeting, please 
remember to park across from 
Entrance 14.

Special "Help" 
Volunteers

Any member who wants specific informa-
tion on an astronomical topic  may call 
special help volunteer (listed in most issues 
of the GuideStar). If you have a moderate 
knowledge of a special subject and would 
be happy to have others ask you about 
that subject, let the editor know and your 
subject, name and phone will be listed in 
GuideStar in the future. 

Check the web site: 
www.astronomyhouston.org
Webmaster: Bob Rogers
siteworkerbob@hotmail.com 

The Houston Astronomical Society Web 
page has information on the society, its 
resources, and meeting information.

Want your astronomy work and name on 
the Internet for the whole world to see? 
Have some neat equipment? Pictures in 
film, CCD, hand drawings or video format 
are all welcome on the page. Do you have 
an idea to improve the page? I’m listening. 
Send me Email at siteworkerbob@hotmail.

Photo by Scott Mitchell
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Observations... of the editor
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

GuideStar Update

For years, I've been putting the GuideStar together using Adobe Page-
maker. For this issue, I'm using Adobe In-Design, which is the latest 
upgrade (Pagemaker is being put out to pasture). It's always a struggle 
to figure out something new, and software is one of the more difficult 
things to figure out. Many times I find myself saying, "I know the soft-
ware will do this function, but I can't figure out how to make it do it". 
So, bear with me for a few months, and I'll figure this out well enough 
to at least get the GuideStar out the door and on the web site.

Hurricane Rita

I hope you all made it through Rita without problems. We were very 
lucky here in Houston that the storm moved east. Our friends in Beau-
mont, Port Arthur, and western Louisiana weren't so lucky.

Being There

Last night (Saturday, 10/15) was near full moon, but I decided to set 
up my small refractor anyway and take a look at the sky. Even on a 
full moon night, there are things to look at and enjoy. I checked out 
several double stars (Albireo, of course, and some others), and these 
were quite nice. It may sound dull, but I enjoy looking at bright stars, 
and asterisms. With my wide-angle eyepiece I was able to fit the entire 
‘coathanger’ cluster into the eyepiece. Nice, very nice. Barely visible 
were M11, M13 and M22.

I’ve been talking with you about using a CCD imager for variable star 
photometry, and I’m still working on this. I don’t get excited about 
imaging as an alternative to looking at objects through the eyepiece. 
Imaging is like looking at a picture of an object; seeing it through the 
eyepiece is seeing it live. Imaging is like seeing a picture of an old 
friend; looking at it through the eyepiece is like seeing your old friend 
in person.

10/17/05 - Lunar Eclipse

Sometimes, it happens that I’m treated to an astronomical observa-
tion without even trying. That is what happened this morning. I got 
up early and went to the gym for a quick workout before going to work. 
As luck would have it, I left the gym at 7:00 a.m. and was heading east 
on West Gray toward Shepherd. As I looked west I saw the full moon 
setting in the west, but something didn’t look right. I didn’t know the 
exact time of full moon (full moon only lasts for an instant, really, when 
the sun, earth and the moon all line up). I knew that full moon was 
sometime today, or perhaps yesterday, but didn’t know the time for the 
full moon.
 
What I noticed was a darkening on the left edge of the moon. The dark-

ening didn’t look like the normal darken-
ing I would expect to see if the moon was 
just a bit past full; no, it looked like the 
darkening of a lunar eclipse.
 
When I got to work, I checked out www.
skyandtelescope.com, and, sure enough, 
there was a partial lunar eclipse this 
morning and I happened to see it at its 
maximum. In this case, its maximum 
wasn’t very much, but it was a surprise.

Astronomy Day 2005 (10/22/05)

Yesterday was Astronomy Day at the 
George Observatory in Brazos Bend Park. 
It was a great night! The weather was 
perfect, cool and clear. The crowd was 
large and enthusiastic. Many of our HAS 
members were there as volunteers. I had 
my little PST (solar telescope) for day-
time observing of the sun and my small 
refractor for nightime observing. Lots of 
fun.

Logo Sales 

It is almost time to order the Observer’s Hand-
books for the next year. They will sell for ap-
proximately $25.00. If you would like to order 
one or more, please e-mail me at judyadye@aol.
com, or call me at 281-498-1703. I would like to 
have some ideas as to how many to order.

Until next time... 
 clear skies and new moons!

..Bill
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This is the duty list for November, December and January (06).  If you are listed in this roster, please be sure to contact your 
supervisor for any information that you may need and the date and time to be at the site.  Kirk and I are sharing the Septem-
ber Site Supervisor job because Don Selle has moved out of Houston and can no longer serve as a Site Supervisor.  You may 
change from site duty to open house or from open house to site duty by pre-arrangement with the Site Supervisor for that 
month.  Changes between months require Observatory Chairman coordination.

November Supervisor  To Be Announced  XXX-XXX-XXXX
John Blubaugh  Site
Ken Carey  Members Observatory Night  11-05-05
John Chauvin  Site
Art Ciampi  Members Observatory Night  11-05-05
Brian Cudnik  Members Observatory Night  11-05-05
George Dolson  Site

December Supervisor  To Be Announced  XXX-XXX-XXXX
Kenneth Drake  Members Observatory Night  12-24-05
Victor Flores  Site
Fred Garcia  Members Observatory Night  12-24-05
Clifton Goldman  Members Observatory Night  12-24-05
David Herlinger  Site
Robert Menius  Site

January (06) Supervisor  To Be Announced  XXX-XXX-XXXX
Wayne Hutchinson  Members Observatory Night  01-xx-06
Clayton Jeter  Site
Stanley Jones  Members Observatory Night  01-xx-06
Keith Jurgens  Members Observatory Night  01-xx-06
Arnie Kaestner  Site
David Kahlich  Site

Please remember that Site work can be done anytime and does not have to be done just before Members Observatory Night.  
Contact your Site Supervisor for details.  Names are selected for Site Duty using the current Alphabetical listing for Observa-
tory Key Holders.  If any member knows of a conflict please call me before your name is listed.

Observatory Duty Roster
by Michael B. Dye,  Observatory Chairman

 Want Ads 
For Sale: Tak FS102, mount; Celestron C8, mount. 
Takahasi FS102 on Vixen GPDX mount, go-to computer, 
tripod, accessory tray, excellent condition. Also Celestron C8 
with Starbright coatings, Polaris mount, Skysensor motors, 
9x50 finder, very good condition. 713-291-8837, Jarobsstar@
aol.com

For Sale:  3 bedroom, 2 bath, 18X80 single wide Fleetwood 
1999 Mobile Home with approximately 1200 square feet of 
living space. This is the largest single wide mobile home on 
the market. The mobile home sits on 17.5 acres of beauti-
ful oak-wooded property. Contact Marilyn at birdsongs2k@
hotmail.com
 
Wanted: High quality photographs of the constellations 
Andromeda, Cassiopeia, Orion, and Ursa Major for use by 
my company. Call Richard Braastad at 713-529-4050. 

For Sale: Meade ETX 90EC Telescope, and Meade tripod
Used once. Includes Autostar controller. Paid $850 new 6 months 
ago – no time for a new hobby. Includes all original boxes and 
manuals, and carrying case for scope and tripod. Before I put it on 
eBay, I’d like someone local to enjoy this scope. I’ll take $500 or 
any reasonable offer. Contact Bill at beley8@houston.rr.com.

Email your ads to Bob Rogers, our Webmaster, at 
siteworkerbob@hotmail.com 
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Membership Renewals...

Your membership is  renewable on January 1 of each year.

Total yearly dues are $36.

If you paid your dues after the first of 2004, you will only owe for the fraction of the year remaining in 2005. For 
example, if your dues are paid through March, 2005, you'd owe for 75% of 2005, or $24.

Magazine subscriptions can be renewed at any time and the renewal does not need to be synchronized with 
your HAS dues.

Membership in the Houston Astronomical Society is one of the great bargains in Astronomy.For a regular 
membership of $36 you get the opportunity to support an active and growing organization, you get the monthly 
GuideStar newsletter, and you get access to the outstanding H.A.S. observing site near Columbus, Texas. 
(You must attend an orientation, given monthly, to use the site.) And, after two months of membership you can 
borrow, at no charge, one of the Society's loaner telescopes. It's the best deal in town, we think. Please renew 
your membership when it expires.

Encourage other astronomy enthusiasts to join the organization as well. It's a great group.

Thanks!

Astronomy Reading
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

Heavenly Intrigue
by Joshua Gilder and Ann-Lee Gilder
268 pp. Published by Anchor Books

This book tries to prove the case that Johannes Kepler 
(developer of the famous laws of planetary motion) was 
responsible for the poisoning death of Tycho Brahe. 
Kepler's reason for dispatching Tycho was his ambition 
to develop an architecture of the solar system using 
Tycho's data. Tycho had been very protective of his 
data, and resonably so, since it had been his life's work. 
Tyco had already had an experience of his efforts being 
stolen and was not eager to repeat the experience.

Whatever the intentions of the authors of this volume, 
it was more interesting to me as a history of the life and 
times of the main characters involved. Whether I accept 
the suggestion that Kepler was responsible for Brahe's 
death or not is less important to me than the under-
standing of 17th century science that is illuminated by 

this volume. If astronomical history is of any interest to 
you, you'll enjoy this book

Miss Leavitt's Stars
by George Johnson
130 pp. Published by W. W. Norton

This small volume presents the story of the life and 
times of Henrietta Swan Leavitt, who discovered that  
variable star intrinsic brightness is related to the time 
it takes the star to go from its full brightness, to its 
dimmest, and back again. This information was used by 
Edwin Hubble to determine that objects (galaxies) exist 
outside our Milky Way galaxy.

In the early 1900's the Harvard observatory hired peo-
ple, usually women, as 'computers'. These staff mem-
bers would analyze astronomical data at the direction 
of the staff. In the process of doing this, Miss Leavitt 
made a discovery that literally changed our view of the 
universe.

This book is well written and worth your time. 
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NASA 
and the Eu-
ropean Space Agency are now building 
prototype equipment for the first space 
experiment to measure gravitational 
waves: the Laser Interferometer Space 
Antenna, or LISA. 

LISA will look for patterns of compres-
sion and stretching in space-time that 
signal the passage of a gravitational 
wave.  Three small spacecraft will fly 
in a triangular formation behind the 
Earth, each beaming a laser at the 
other two, continuously measuring 
their mutual separation. Although the 
three ‘craft will be 5 million kilometers 
apart, they will monitor their separa-
tion to one billionth of a centimeter, 
smaller than an atom’s diameter, 
which is the kind of precision needed 
to sense these elusive waves.

LISA is slated for launch around 2015. 

To learn more about LISA, go to http://
lisa.jpl.nasa.gov.  Kids can learn about 
LISA and do a gravitational wave 
interactive crossword at http://space-
place.nasa.gov/en/kids/lisaxword/lisax-
word.shtml.  

This article was provided by the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, California In-
stitute of Technology, under a contract 
with the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration.

A Wrinkle in Space-Time
By Trudy E. Bell

When a massive star reaches the end of its life, it can explode 
into a supernova rivaling the brilliance of an entire galaxy. 
What’s left of the star fades in weeks, but its outer layers ex-
pand through space as a turbulent cloud of gases. Astronomers 
see beautiful remnants from past supernovas all around the 
sky, one of the most famous being the Crab Nebula in Taurus. 

When a star throws off nine-tenths of its mass in a supernova, 
however, it also throws off nine-tenths of its gravitational field.

Astronomers see the light 
from supernovas. Can they 
also somehow sense the sud-
den and dramatic change in 
the exploding star’s gravita-
tional field?

Yes, they believe they can. 
According to Einstein’s 
general theory of relativity, 
changes in the star’s gravita-
tional field should propagate 
outward, just like light—in-
deed, at the speed of light. 

Those propagating changes 
would be a gravitational 
wave.

Einstein said what we feel as a gravitational field arises from 
the fact that huge masses curve space and time. The more 
massive an object, the more it bends the three dimensions 
of space and the fourth dimension of time. And if a massive 
object’s gravitational field changes suddenly—say, when a 
star explodes—it should kink or wrinkle the very geometry of 
space-time. Moreover, that wrinkle should propagate outward 
like ripples radiating outward in a pond from a thrown stone. 

The frequency and timing of gravitational waves should reveal 
what’s happening deep inside a supernova, in contrast to light, 
which is radiated from the surface. Thus, gravitational waves 
allow astronomers to peer inside the universe’s most violent 
events—like doctors peer at patients’ internal organs using 
CAT scans. The technique is not limited to supernovas: collid-
ing neutron stars, black holes and other exotic objects may be 
revealed, too.

LISA’s three spacecraft will be po-
sitioned at the corners of a triangle 
5 million kilometers on a side and 
will be able to detect gravitational 

wave induced changes in their 
separation distance of as little as 

one billionth of a centimeter
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Once again, I take word processor in hand 
(sounds different from pen in hand) and work 
on writing another Observatory Corner. This 
will be my next to last article for this year. 
Next year the winner of the election for Ob-
servatory Chairman (Director) will have the 
joy of writing these masterpieces. I have been 
writing them (the articles) for just short of 
sixteen years now and I am ready to lay down 

my pen, or at least close out the Observatory Corner folder in 
my computer.

As most of you may have noticed we had a small event over the 
weekend of September 24th. Unfortunately the event was not 
the picnic. We had an unscheduled group activity sponsored by 
the various local, state and federal governments on seeing how 
many people evacuating in automobiles it took to totally lock 
up every major and most of the minor roadways in and out of 
Houston. It seems the answer is about 2.7 million. Judy and I 
did not evacuate. We live in Alief (next to Stafford) in Harris 
County and close to the Fort Bend county border. This is about 
70 or so miles inland, and I wasn’t so sure that we were in any 
danger. Judy, on the other hand, was ready to leave Tuesday 
(which it turns out would have been the day to leave). The 
more I watched the weather reports, the more I was convinced 
that I made the correct decision. I spent two days (Thursday 
and Friday) getting the house ready (cleaning rain gutters, cut-
ting back tree limbs and taking a thirty foot microwave mast 
off the top of my house) and we only got 0.51 inches of rain. 
My in-laws, on the other hand, who live in Nacogdoches, got 
drenched. 

I bring up all this stuff (mostly to fill the article up) and to 
point out why we (actually Steve Goldberg) had to cancel the 
picnic. The new date for the picnic will be January 21st, 2006. 
I missed the board meeting, which took up the issue of choos-
ing the next picnic date and therefore I had no input on the 
date selection. The new picnic information is on the HAS web 
page, and as I understand it, we have to RSVP all over again. I 
intend to be there. Hope to see all of you also.

More information about the picnic can be found at:
http://spacibm.rice.edu/~has/AnniversaryPicnic.htm

Please plan to come to the picnic. We are inviting members of 
other local area Astronomy Clubs to this activity and we would 
like to see a large HAS member turnout.

I have to apologize about the sad state of affairs that the Duty 
List Site Supervisor selection is in. We have had not one, but 
two Site Supervisors drop out of the Observatory Committee 
for various reasons. Unfortunately those two people covered 
October, November and December. I have not been able to find 
any replacements yet, but hope to soon. I will list the replace-

Observatory Corner
By Michael B. Dye Observatory Chairman

ment Site Supervisors on the HAS web 
page and those new Site Supervisors will 
contact the members who appear on the 
Site Duty List.

Again, to those members selected for Site 
Duty for those months, sorry about that.

The Society continues to benefit from 
members who shop at Randalls and now 
Kroger’s. For this we (the Society) thanks 
you. Please link your Randalls card to the 
Houston Astronomical Society so that the 
society can benefit from the Randalls pro-
gram. Our number is #6618. This is very 
easy to do, just go to the Courtesy Booth 
and tell the person there what you what 
to do. If you shop at Kroger, we now have 
a card available (at the General Meeting) 
that you present at the cash register when 
you check out. We can thank Joe Khalaf 
for his efforts in getting the cards.

Please fill out the appropriate log 
form when you use the site. Remem-
ber we use these forms as attendance 
records and to report Observatory Site 
problems such as broken toilets.
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50 years ago in September, 1955, the Houston Astronomical Society was 
formed. The Society has done many new things over the years. One of the 
major accomplishments since the founding of the Society was the building 
of our Columbus Observatory. The land surveying started in 1979, and in 
1982 the current observatory building was dedicated. Three years later a 
time capsule was placed in the ground on the south side of the building.

On Saturday, January 21, 2006 (with a 
rain date of January 28th), we will have 
our annual picnic (the Fall Picnic was post-
poned due to Hurricane Rita). At the pic-
nic we will unearth and open the capsule. 
And to help celebrate our 50th anniver-
sary we are inviting all the area clubs to 
attend our picnic. As usual, the HAS will 
supply the food for the picnic, including 
chili, beef stew and sides, you bring the 
drinks. We will also have the observatory 

open for our visitors, a constellation tour at twilight, and the usual observ-
ing session when it gets dark. Bring your own telescope to test our night 
skies. There will be a “light window” around midnight that if you would like 
to leave you may, or you can to spend the night at the site if you wish.

Here is the planned schedule of activities:

Gates open 10AM on Saturday
Unearthing of time capsule at 2PM
Dinner served at 4PM  -- chili and beef stew
Observing when it gets dark: Sunset 05:57p, Twilight ends 07:18p
Gates close Noon on Sunday

We will need an RSVP by January 16th if you are planning to attend. Please 
let your club contact know how many adults and children will be coming.

Houston Astronomical Society - Amelia Goldberg
Fort Bend Astronomy Club - Amelia Goldberg
Johnson Space Center Astronomy Club - Bob Taylor
North Houston Astronomy Club - Bill Leach
Astronomy Society of Southeast Texas - Bill Christian
Austin Astronomical Society - Stephen Barrett
San Antonio Astronomy Association - Warren Wundt
New Braunfels Astronomy Club - Warren Wundt
Crossroads Astronomy Club - Jason Fry
Kingsville Astronomical Society - Cynthia Gustava

RV Information. You may bring your RV / trailer / 5th wheel to the site. 
However, we do not have enough utilities for power, water and dump to 
support everyone. So if you plan to come to the site be prepared to dry 
camp (we do have a dump station if you want to dump before leaving). As an 

Houston Astronomical Society
50th Anniversary Picnic

alternative, there is an RV park on 
I-10 at Hatterman Lane, which is 
the exit to get to the site. From 
there it is about a 15 minute drive 
to our site. If you are interested 
in staying at the RV park, here is 
their contact info: Motorcoach RV 
Park, 2965 Hwy. 90, Weimar, TX 
78962, 

979-732-9494, 
www.motorcoachrvpark.com.

Motel Information: There are sev-
eral motels in Columbus if you want 
to spend the night or part of the 
next day before going back home. 
Here are 2 hotels in Columbus.

Watch for details in the coming 
months. Mark you calendar now for 
January 21st.
Here is a link to our web site: 
http://spacibm.rice.edu/~has/An-
niversaryPicnic.htm

Steve Goldberg
Event Chairman
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This image was taken at 2:19am on Saturday, October 15, 2005 
from my backyard in Houston through a Celestron C-14.  The 
brightest feature on Mars shown in this image is the South 
Polar Cap.  It’s located on the top of the planet which is shown 
south-up in this 
image, much like 
you would see it 
through a New-
tonian telescope.  
The large cloud 
like feature locat-
ed at the bottom 
of the planet is 
the North Polar 
Hood.  Another 
dominant fea-
ture of Mars in 
this image is 
Solis Lacus or 
the “Eye of Mars”.  Its located just south of the equator near the 
left-center of the planet.  If you look closely, you can also see the 
enormous volcanic mountain, Olympus Mons.  It shows itself as 
a small round flat feature with some brightening near the edges 
at the lower right of the planet’s disk.

Well, it looks likes it’s going to be clear again tonight, so I guess 
I’ll be dragging myself out of bed to take more images of Mars.  
But this time I won’t feel so alone in the backyard tonight know-
ing that 45 million miles away, the “Eye of Mars” will be looking 
down upon me.

Not long ago that we were enjoying the views that 
Mars presented to us during the 2003 opposi-
tion.  Late that summer, the disk of Mars grew 
to a diameter of 25 arc seconds, the largest and 
possibly the best opposition of Mars in recorded 
history.  We were extremely lucky and grateful it 
happened during our generation.

Mars will reach opposition again on November 
7th of this year, but... 

on October 30th Mars will make 
its closest approach to Earth 
during the 2005 opposition.

 
On this day, Mars will be 43 million miles from 
us, and the diameter of the disk of the red planet 
will reach its peak during the 2005 opposition of 
20 arc seconds.  Although the planet won’t look as 
big as it did in 2003, it will be much better placed 
for viewing in the sky.  On October 30th, from 
Houston, Mars will reach an altitude of slightly 
more than 76 degrees when it transits the merid-
ian.  

There won’t be a better opposition of Mars for 
another 13 years.  What better excuse could there 
be to add some new equipment to the inven-
tory of observing gear?  So, in honor of the 2005 
Mars opposition and with some birthday money 
in hand, I decided to jump into the deep end 
of planetary imaging and acquire a Lumenera 
Lu-075M camera.  The Lu-075M is basically an 
industrial version of the web video cameras that 
amateur astronomers have been using during the 
past few years to produce some amazing images 
of the planets.  The fast frame rates of these web 
cameras overcome a lot of the problems associated 
with atmospheric seeing that show up when mak-
ing moderately long exposures with traditional 
film cameras.  After a number of nights learn-
ing how to use the new camera and a number of 
days trying to learn how to process the images it 
produces, I am finally getting some interesting 
results.

The Eye of Mars is Upon Us

by Bill Flanagan, Treasurer
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Special "Help" Volunteers
Any member who wants specific information on a subject listed below may call the individual listed. If you have a moderate knowledge 
of a special subject and would be happy to have others ask you about that subject, let the editor know and your subject, name and phone 
will be listed in GuideStar in the future. Note that we have listed a few possible areas where you might volunteer, but, of course, you 
are not limited to these. You can also have a specialty which is a sub-group of another. Note that the number of names for any subject 
is not limited to only one person. Also see the "Ad Hoc Committee Chairpersons" on the inside front cover and the "Special Interest 
Groups Listing article.

Subject	 Name	 Phone
Asteroids ................................................Barbara Wilson .......................................281-933-1289
Astrometry .............................................Richard Nugent ......................................713-910-5945
Astrophotography ..................................Steve Goldberg .......................................713-721-5077
Beginning in Astronomy ........................Peggy Gilchrist .......................................281-443-8773
................................................................Amelia Goldberg ....................................713-721-5077
CCDs & Astrophotography ....................Randy Brewer ........................................
Comets ...................................................Kenneth Drake .......................................936-890-3735
................................................................Don Pearce .............................................713-432-0734
Computers ..............................................Matt Delevoryas .....................................713-795-0808
................................................................Leland Dolan ..........................................713-688-0981
................................................................Ricardo Palmeira ....................................713-669-1409
Cosmology .............................................Ricardo Palmeira ....................................713-669-1409
Deep Sky ................................................Larry Mitchell ........................................281-448-8700
................................................................Barbara Wilson .......................................281-933-1289
Double Stars ...........................................John Blubaugh .......................................713-921-4275
Drawing (Sketching) ..............................Scott Mitchell .........................................713-461-3020
Herschel Objects ....................................Larry Mitchell ........................................281-448-8700
History, Astro'y - General ......................Leland Dolan ..........................................713-688-0981
................................................................Ricardo Palmeira ....................................713-669-1409
History, Astro'y - Amateurs ....................Tom Williams .........................................713-526-2868
Mathematics, Astronomical ...................Richard Nugent ......................................713-910-5945
Messier Objects ......................................Novice Committee (see 
Photometry .............................................Open
Radio Telescopes ....................................John Hiatt ...............................................713-464-4010
Satellites, Artificial .................................Open
Solar Observing .....................................Larry Mitchell ........................................281-448-8700
Spectroscopy ..........................................Open
Thin Crescent Moons .............................Don Pearce .............................................713-432-0734
Telescopes ..............................................Clayton Jeter ..........................................281-573-1337
Variable Stars .........................................Barbara Wilson .......................................281-933-1289
................................................................Tom Williams .........................................713-526-2868
Video ......................................................Larry Mitchell ........................................281-448-8700 
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General Membership Meeting
The Houston Astronomical Society holds its regular monthly General 
Membership Meeting on the first Friday of each month, unless rescheduled 
due to a holiday. Meetings are in Room 117 of the Science and Research 
Building at the University of Houston. A Novice Presentation begins at 7:00 
p.m.. The short business meeting and featured speaker are scheduled at 
8:00 p.m. Also typically included are Committee Reports, Special Interest 
Group Reports, current activity announcements, hardware reviews, an 
astrophotography slide show by members and other items of interest. 
Parking is NOW across from Entrance 14, by the stadium.

Board of Directors Meeting
The Board of Directors Meeting is held on dates scheduled by the board at 7:00 
p.m. at the University of St. Thomas. Information provided to GuideStar will be 
published. The meetings are open to all members of the Society in good standing. 
Attendance is encouraged.

GuideStar Information
The H.A.S. GuideStar is published monthly by the Houston Astronomical Society. 
All opinions expressed herein are those of the contributor and not necessarily of 
Houston Astronomical Society. The monthly Meeting Notice is included herein. 
GuideStar is available on the HAS web site to all members of H.A.S., and to 
persons iinterested in the organization's activities. Contributions to GuideStar by 
members are encouraged. Electronic submission is helpful. Submit the article in  
text, MS-Word format via email BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net. Copy must be received 
by the 15th of the month for inclusion in the issue to be available near the end of 
the same month. Or, bring copy to the General Membership Meeting and give it to 
the Editor, or phone to make special arrangements.

Editing & Production: Bill Pellerin, 713-880-8061; FAX: 713-880-8850; 
 Email:  BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net

Advertising: Advertisers may inquire concerning ad rates and avail-
ability of space.

Houston Astronomical Society 

Meeting
November 4, 2005
7:00 Novice & Site Orientation

8:00 General Meeting

University of Houston

The Houston Astronomical Society welcomes you to our organization. The HAS is a group of dedi-
cated amateur astronomers, most of whom are observers, but some are armchair astronomers. 
The benefits of membership are:

 Access to our 18 acre observing site west of Houston -- a great place to observe the uni-
verse!

 A telescope loaner program -- borrow a HAS telescope and try observing for yourself!
 A monthly novice meeting, site orientation meeting, and general meeting with speakers of 

interest.
 Opportunities to participate in programs that promote astronomy to the general public (such 

as Star Parties at schools)
 A yearly banquet with a special guest
 A yearly all-clubs meeting for Houston area organizations
 Meet other amateurs and share experiences, learn techniques, and swap stories

You're invited to attend our next meeting. 
You'll have a great time.


